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Executive summary
This deliverable describes the electronic driving system that was developed for controlling robotic
motion. The electronic system includes a motor driver, a Microcontroller card, and a DC power supply.
It is the device that initiates commands for moving the various motion stages. It is controlled by the
Arduino UNO, which interfaces with a computer via a USB port. It receives commands from a custommade software written in c#. By using the software, the user simply selects the direction and step of the
motion. The software operates the device quickly and reliably simultaneously providing feedback,
thereby enhancing procedural accuracy. The first, second, and third versions of the system were
developed for controlling single-axis, two-axes, and four-axes systems, respectively.

Methods
Components of the Electronic driving system
The robot's electronic driving system consists of the following:
1. DC supply
2. Motor drivers (Shinsei corporation, Tokyo Japan) [1]
3. Microcontroller card (Arduino cc, Ivrea, Italy) [2]
Each component of the electronic driving system is described in detail below:
1. DC supply
The DC supply converts alternating current (AC) to direct current (DC). The voltage is converted from
230 V to 24 V. Figure 1 shows the photo of the DC supply.

Figure 1: Photo of the DC supply.
2. Motor Drivers
The motor drivers control the motors via switches or via the microcontroller. The motion commands are
converted into the appropriate electrical signals that are needed by the motors to perform the motion.
The driver D6030 (Shinsei corporation) shown in figure 2 is used to control the USR30-S4N (Shinsei
corporation) motor. Table 1 shows the specifications of the Shinsei driver D6030.
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Figure 2: Photo of Shinsei Driver D6030.
Table 1: Shinsei D6030 Drivers' specifications [3]
Power Source Voltage
Oscillation Waveform
Oscillation Frequency
Speed Adjustment Method
Frequency Control
Motor Drive Voltage
Consumption Current
Over Current Protection
Insulation Resistance
Withstand Voltage
Storage Temperature
Working Temperature
Start-Stop Control
Starting Response

DC24 [V] ± 0.5 [V]
Pseudo Sine Wave
49 [KHz] ～ 55 [KHz]
Frequency change
Automatic tracking method by vibration amplitude
feedback
110 [Vrms]
DC24V: 0.8 [A] , DC12V: 1.5[A]
24V: 0.8 [A] (φ5.2 Midget Fuse)
12V: 1.5[A] (φ5.2 Midget Fuse)
10 [MΩ] or more (motor not connected, connection
between housing and each terminal)
1 [KVAC] (Motor not connected, connection between
housing and each terminal)
-20 [℃] ～ +80 [℃]
-10 [℃] ～ +55 [℃]
TTL level signal switching
50 ms or less (no motor inertia load)

3. Microcontroller card
The Arduino board was used to convert the analog to a digital signal with a format that is recognized by
the software. A microcontroller card is a programmable single board Personal Computer (PC) that
includes memory, I/O ports, and processors in a single chip. Figure 3 shows the board of Arduino. Table
2 shows the specifications of the Arduino Uno microcontroller.
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Figure 3: Photo of microcontroller card of Arduino.
Table 2: Arduino Uno microcontroller specifications.
Microcontroller
ATmega328P
Operating Voltage
5V
Input Voltage
7-12V
(recommended)
Input Voltage (limit)
6-20V
Digital I/O Pins
14 (of which 6 provide PWM output)
PWM Digital I/O Pins
6
Analog Input Pins
6
Analog Input Resolution
10 bits
DC Current per I/O Pin
20 mA
DC Current for 3.3V Pin
50 mA
Flash Memory
32 KB (ATmega328P) of which 0.5 KB used by
bootloader
SRAM
2 KB (ATmega328P)
EEPROM
1 KB (ATmega328P)
Clock Speed
16 MHz
LED_BUILTIN
13
Length
68.6 mm
Width
53.4 mm
Weight
25 g

Version 1 Electronic System Wiring
The wiring diagrams of the Version 1 electronic system are shown in the following figures. Figure 4
shows the connection between the motor driver D6030 and the DC supply. For the connection, 2 cables
are needed (24 V, GND). Figure 5 shows the connection between the motor driver D6030 and the motor
USR30-S4N. For the motor's connection, 4 cables are needed (GND, COS, SIN, feedback). Figure 6
shows the connection between the manual switch and the motor driver D6030, as well as the connection
between the microcontroller and motor driver D6030. For this connection, 3 cables are needed (CW,
CCW, GND). Figure 7 shows the connection between the encoder and the Microcontroller Card
(Arduino UNO board). For the encoder's connection, 4 cables are needed (GND, 5V, STAGE ENC A,
STAGE ENC B).
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Figure 4: Connection diagram of the motor driver with the DC supply.
(Version 1)
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Figure 5: Connection diagram of the motor driver with the motor.
(Version 1)
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Figure 6: Connection diagram between the switch and the motor driver.
(Version 1)
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Figure 7: Connection diagram of the encoder with the data collection card.
(Version 1)
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The following figures show the interior and exterior view of the developed control system
indicating the various components. Figure 8 shows the wiring of the components. The front and
rear view of the system (Version 1) are shown in figure 9 and figure 10, respectively.

Figure 8: Photo of wiring of the electronic system (version 1).

Figure 9: Version 1 electronic system (front view)

Figure 10: Version 1 electronic system (rear view).
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Version 2 Electronic System Wiring
The enclosure that hosts the Version 2 and Version 3 electronic systems was designed using the
Protocase designer software (New York, USA) [4]. The design was sent to the Protocase
company for production of the enclosure. The wiring diagrams of the Version 2 electronic
system are shown in the following figures. Figure 11 shows the connection between the motor
driver D6030 and the DC supply. This diagram also shows the connection between the encoders
and the Microcontroller Card (Arduino UNO board). Figure 12 shows the connection between
the motor driver D6030 and the motor USR30-S4N. Figure 13 shows the connection between
the manual switch and the motor driver D6030, as well as the connection between the
microcontroller and motor driver D6030.
Table 3 lists the used pins of the microcontroller card and their type.

Figure 11: Connection diagram of the encoder with the data collection card and the motor
driver with the DC supply. (Version 2)
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Figure 12: Connection diagram of the motor driver with the motor.
(Version 2)
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Figure 13: Connection diagram between the switch and the motor driver.
(Version 2)

Table 3: Microcontroller pin type.
Pin Number
13
12
11
10
5
4

Type
Digital output
Digital output
Digital output
Digital output
Digital input
Digital input
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The following figures show the interior and exterior views of the developed control system
(version 2), indicating the various components. Figure 14 shows the wiring of the components.
The front and rear views of the Version 2 electronic system are shown in figure 15 and figure
16, respectively.

Figure 14: Photo of wiring of the control system (version 2).

Figure 15: Version 2 electronic system (front view).

Figure 16: Version 2 electronic system (rear view).
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Version 3 Electronic System Wiring
The wiring diagrams of the Version 3 electronic system are shown in the following figures.
Figure 17 shows the connection between the motor driver D6030 and the DC supply. Figure 18
shows the connection between the motor driver D6030 and the motor USR30-S4N. Figure 19
shows the connection between the microcontroller card and motor driver D6030. Accordingly,
Figure 20 shows the connection between the manual switch and the motor driver D6030.
Finally, Figure 21 shows the connection between the encoders and the Microcontroller Card
(Arduino UNO board). Table 4 lists the used pins of the microcontroller card and their type.

Figure 17: Connection diagram of the motor driver with the DC supply.
(Version 3)
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Figure 18: Connection diagram of the motor driver with the motor.
(Version 3)
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Figure 19: Connection diagram between the microcontroller card and the motor driver.
(Version 3)
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Figure 20: Connection diagram between the switch and the motor driver.
(Version 3)
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Figure 21: Connection diagram of the encoders with the data collection card.
(Version 3)
Table 4: Microcontroller pin type.
Pin Number
13
12
11
10
9
8

Type
Digital output
Digital output
Digital output
Digital output
Digital output
Digital output

Pin Number
7
6
5
4
3
2
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Type
Digital output
Digital output
Digital input
Digital input
Digital input
Digital input

The following figures show the interior and exterior views of the developed control system
(version 3), indicating the various components. Figure 22 and figure 23 show the wiring of the
components. The front and rear views of the Version 3 electronic system are shown in figure
24 and figure 25, respectively.

Figure 22: Photo of wiring of the control system (version 3).

Figure 23: Photo of wiring of the control system (version 3).
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Figure 24: Version 3 electronic system (front view).

Figure 25: Version 3 electronic system (rear view).

Figure 26 and figure 27 show the connectors' colour coding (4 pins, FISCHER, Morges
Switzerland) [5] for the motors and the encoders, respectively. Table 5 and table 6 list the
cables' colour for the motors and the encoders, respectively.
Table 7 shows the wiring connection to the microcontroller's pins.
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Table 5:Wire color coding for the motors.
Color coding for the motor (black color)
Number
Color
1
Unshielded-(Black)
2
Red
3
Yellow
4
White

Figure 26: Fisher plug color coding for the motors.

Table 6:Wire color coding for the encoders.
Color coding for the encoder (grey color)
Number
Color
1
Red
2
Black
3
White
4
Brown

Figure 27: Fisher plug color coding for the encoders.
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Table 7: Wire connection to the microcontroller's pins.
DIGITAL
TERMINAL

CONNECTION

TERMINAL

CONNECTION

2

Θ - STAGE ENC

9

Z -MOTOR CCW

3

Z - STAGE ENC

10

Y - MOTOR CW

4

Y - STAGE ENC

11

Y -MOTOR CCW

5

X - STAGE ENC

12

X - MOTOR CW

6

Θ - MOTOR CW

13

X -MOTOR CCW

7

Θ-MOTOR CCW

GND

D-GND

8

Z - MOTOR CW

5V

Encoder 5v

Conclusions
An electronic driving system was developed to control the robotic system. The electronic
system consists of motor drivers that receive a DC voltage and convert it into the appropriate
signal that is required for operation of the ultrasonic motors. Actuation of the motor drivers is
commanded manually by pressing switches or via the microcontroller card. The microcontroller
card is responsible for converting the analog signal received from the encoders into a digital
signal and transmitting it to a PC via a USB port. This signal gets processed by a software, and
then, a digital signal is sent from the PC to the microcontroller card. The signal is in turn
converted to the analog signal that is needed by the motor driver. Advantageously, the use of
the microcontroller card reduced the robot's operation time. Also, its use resulted in better
accuracy. Specifically, the movement of the ultrasonic motors is performed with a resolution
of 500 lines per inch for the linear stage and 2500 counts per revolution for the angular stage.
Aesthetically, the electronic system has a better appearance than older versions. It was
manufactured using aluminium metal sheet, which was cut with a laser cutter and bent to the
final shape. The enclosure was painted in white color using a powder coating process and the
labels were printed using a digital printing process. The various components of the system were
compactly arranged in the enclosure. Overall, the developed driving system is easily portable
since it is small and lightweight. Notably, the current version of the system comprises all the
features of a commercial product. Table 8 summarizes the three versions of the electronic
system.
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Table 8: A summary table that displays the three versions of the electronic system.
Version
# of Axes
Photo
1

1

2

2

3

4
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